A SELLING EXHIBITION OF

STUDIO & COUNTRY SLIPWARES

STUDIO AND COUNTRY
SLIPWARES
Featuring important functional pottery by Michael Cardew and Ray Finch,
complemented by examples of earlier West Country pottery
that were a formative influence on the broad Cardewan tradition
Introduction
To mark my 10th anniversary of dealing full time in early studio pottery, and picking up on themes from our new Cotswolds Living Publications
title, Michael Cardew & Winchcombe Pottery 1926-1939, recently published in a collectors limited edition of 250 copies, I am holding a new style
of autumn selling show in 2014. This aims to recognise the significant input from the broader West Country in the crystallisation and
development of the important and distinctly different functional pottery tradition of Michael Cardew and his apprentices and wider admirers.
The major archive show held at the Long Room Gallery and open initially from 22 November to 20 December 2014, as well as providing a
comprehensive overview of the early years of Winchcombe Pottery, also included exhibits of Fremington and North Devon wares, plus a few
St Ives examples. In a similar way, but inevitably to a lesser extent in the light of the recent scarcity of such pottery, I am offering for sale a
selection of 20 country and early studio pieces for those who, as well as wanting to come and see, also want the opportunity to own such
work. Some of the pieces are from my own collection, with others from private collections that are largely fresh to the market.
This catalogue has been developed solely for online viewing, it not being practical to produce a printed version due to the priority we have had
to give to our new book. I do hope there will be some amongst you who will have the opportunity to visit Long Room Gallery in person, either
during the initial run of the show of 22 November to 20 December, 2014, or subsequently.
In 2015, a changing selection of the Winchcombe Archive Collection will be available to view on the first Saturday of every month, or strictly by
advance appointment. The Collection will be entirely rearranged in early May 2015, with a display centred on Winchcombe Pottery in the
1930’s with a particular focus on the early career of Ray Finch. This will be exhibited in tandem with a selling show of contemporary wall hung
abstract and landscape art of the same inter-war period.
John Edgeler Queen Anne House High Street Winchcombe GL54 5LJ
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An EB Fishley commemorative harvest jug probably dating
from the Golden Jubilee of Queen Victoria in 1897 with sgraffito
letter and stylised floral decoration
Hand thrown in Fremington clay, this jug bears the verse England Ireland
Scotland and Wales May peace plenty and happiness reign in their vales applied
through a white background slip under a clear glaze. The running floral
decoration framing the verse is tinted blue.
Hand inscription to base : E B Fishley Potter Fremington N Devon.
Height: 8.5 inches (22cm).
Width: 5 inches (13cm).

An unusual stepped base two slot farthing money box dated 1881
Hand thrown, built and modelled in earthenware, this money box has had
its thin background slip partially removed to reveal the typical pink buff
Fremington clay body. Unmarked apart from scratched date to base.
Height: 6.5 inches (17cm).
Width: 4.5 inches (12cm).
Condition: slight glaze loss to top of finial. Chipping to one coin slot.
The clay and glaze of this unusual box are consistent with North Devon
workshops. Stepped bases are seen on the lidded jars made by George
Fishley in the 1840’s. The quality of making and finishing, and the addition
of a stepped finial also seen on contemporary stoneware examples lead
to an attribution to E B Fishley.

An unusual and large EB Fishley Fremington pottery deep
ovalled baking dish with simple combed decoration through
a white background slip under a pale bluish green glaze
Hand thrown in Fremington clay, this ovalled dish was a staple product of
Fremington Pottery under EB Fishley in the latter part of the 20th century.
Combing was a much favoured and simple way of embellishing an other
wise plain form.
Ovalled dishes were made on the wheel being initially thrown round
before a section was cut out of the base, and both sides squeezed in to
form an oval. As with this example, they were often gravel tempered to
make them more robust in use.
Cardew made similar forms from his earliest years at Winchcombe,
referred to in his making and order books as pudds. The combed motif
was adopted as the standard decoration for standard tableware
Winchcombe forms in the 1930’s.
Dimensions: 11 x 10 x 4 inches (28 x 25 x 10cm).

An early Winchcombe Pottery jug in the broad Devon
manner firmly attributed to Michael Cardew, circa 1928-1929
A wheel thrown jug with simple squared decoration in sgraffito
running in between lateral banding lines under a rich copper stained
green glaze.
Impressed WP seal.
Height: 7 inches (17cm).
Width: 5 inches (13cm).

Cardew’s jug forms of the late 1920’s were predominantly of two
main types: relatively larger lipless pitchers in the medieval manner,
and often smaller to middle sized water jugs taking their inspiration
from the North Devon forms so familiar to him from childhood days
at Saunton.
In this instance, he has additionally blown or sprinkled copper oxide
dust onto the still wet glaze - a habit of which he was fond, I was
once told by Ray Finch.

An unusual Michael Cardew vase form made at Winchcombe in
the late 1920’s
A wheel thrown bottle vase in Fremington clay, the body decorated with
broad and abstract iron brushwork over a contrasting white background
slip under a clear glaze.
Impressed MC and WP seals.
Height 8 inches (20cm) ; Width 6 inches (15cm).
Condition: a kiln waster, thrown very thinly, and later professionally
restored in recognition of its scarcity in Cardew output at Winchcombe.
The late 1920’s saw Cardew beginning to develop jar forms, based at least
initially on the Devon style jug forms in general production at that time.
The relatively flattened shoulder and belly show the influence of oriental
and Cizhou forms on his making repertoire.

SOLD

An early Winchcombe Pottery brick clay side plate with
a simple combed meaner decoration across the centre
through a white background slip under an iron tinted
clear glaze
Impressed WP seal.
Width: 7.5 inches (19cm).
Deph: 1 inch (3cm).

SOLD

Greet brick clay was routinely used in the late 1920’s when they ran
short of finer Fremington throwing clay from North Devon.
The quality of this Greet clay was very mixed although some of the
first supplies appear to have been of relatively reliable, with less
problems with lime blows than otherwise seen.

An early example of a Michael Cardew wall pocket
with simple sgraffito and notched decoration to the
body coated in cream slip under a clear glaze,
Winchcombe circa 1930-1932
This simple but effective form was probably initially thrown
as a heavy beaker shape, one side being then flattened and a
loop handle added to the top. The survival of the original
throwing lines gives the piece a pleasing rustic quality.
Impressed small MC seal.
Dimensions: 8 x 5 inches (20 x 13cm).

A fine Michael Cardew half pint lettered tankard with neatly applied
drinking rhyme applied through a white background slip under a honey
tinted glaze, Winchcombe circa 1934-1935
The rhyme reads as follows:
Brandy & Gin Swell Out The Skin and Makes a Man Feel Very Queer
Whenever I puts Them into My Guts I Always Wish They Were Beer
Impressed small MC and WP seals.
Dimensions (excluding handle) 5 x 3.5 inches (13 x 9cm).
Cardew had commenced making tourist wares of this type when he was production
thrower for Leach at St Ives in the mid 1920’s . Always a ready seller, and typically
bearing lettering in seriffed capitals of one form or another, they quickly sold to local
people at kiln openings. In the mid-1930’s they become more refined with the body
of the tankard wheel turned and lettering applied carefully and neatly to the centre.

SOLD

A finely made small cylindrical Winchcombe mug attributed to Ray Finch
with opposing fishes in sgraffito through the white background slip under
a honey tinted glaze. Winchcombe circa 1937-1938
Impressed small WP seal below the base of the handle.
Dimensions (excluding handle): 3.5 x 3 inches (9 x 7.5cm).
Condition: two short hairlines to rim, nicks.
The style of the fishes is that of Cardew, who would often decorate forms by his
apprentices that particularly pleased him.

A scarce and early Sid Tustin cylindrical mug thrown from Fremington
clay with a neatly applied sgraffito bud design by Cardew, Winchcombe
circa 1930-1931
This piece is unusual in Sid’s output as the vast majority of his hollow forms in the
early to mid 1930’s were jugs.
Impressed early ST seal.
Dimensions (excluding handle): 4 x 4 inches (10 x 10 cm).
Condition: nicks and flaking to side of handle

A cylindrical 2-pint milk jug with abstract slip-trailed decoration by
Sid Tustin, Winchcombe post 1935
A wheel-thrown and stocky utilitarian form with abstract decoration in white slip over
a black background slip under a clear glaze.
Impressed ST and WP seals.
Dimensions: Height 6 inches (15cm): Width 5 inches (13cm).
Evocative of the town of Winchcombe in the inter-war period, when milk was delivered
by churn rather than bottled, this jug has been deliberately made with a low centre of
gravity to avoid it falling over, when left on the doorstep to be filled when the dairyman
called.
Sid once told me that he used a ‘decorator’ - an old tennis ball with holes pricked into
it - to create the type of stylised decoration seen here. Whilst produced in volume at
Winchcombe in the 1930’s, these jugs are surprisingly rare - probably a consequence of
the hard practical existence for which they were designed.

A very unusual shallow plate with feathered slip, probably
thrown by Elijah Comfort and decorated by Michael Cardew,
Winchcombe 1936-1937
A wheel thrown plate with slanting sides and linear decoration in white
slip over an iron-rich background slip under a crystalline glaze.
Small impressed WP seal.
Dimensions: 7 x 1 inch (18 x 2.5cm).
Two thin lines of black slip have been applied to a central band of white
slip in this design, then lightly feathered. This very original variation on
traditional design may have been prompted by the decoration applied
on oblong sushi dishes (see Slipware & St Ives page 109) during Bernard
Leach’s stay in the Winchcombe orchard in 1936-1937.

An unusual small Sid Tustin coffee cup and saucer with
manganese brushwork decoration of an ear of corn and
hatch work, Winchcombe mid 1930’s
This piece is unusual in Sid’s output as the vast majority of his
output in the 1930’s were jugs.
Impressed ST seal.
Overall dimensions: 6 x 3 inches (15 x 7.5cm).

An unusually large Winchcombe oblong hump
moulded dish attributed to Ray Finch c 1936 – 1937
This dish, probably made over a large fireclay former, has had a black back
ground slip applied to the body to provide a strong contrast for its
subsequent decoration with a bold and graphic repeat white slip meander
design under a clear glaze. The deliberately unglazed edge bears deep and
neatly applied hand notching.

SOLD
Largest WP seal only.
Dimensions: 18 x 10 inches (46 x 23cm).
This unusually large and one off trial piece appears to have
become dunted in the kiln. It has a craggy quality and has also
suffered kin warping due to its size. Reflecting its scarcity and
quality of aesthetic, we commissioned the restoration of firing
hairlines. The condition is reflected in a modest asking price.

A rare low fired raku coffee set by Ray Finch and Michael Cardew, Winchcombe circa 1938

A rare low fired raku coffee set by Ray Finch & Michael Cardew,
Winchcombe circa 1938
This very unusual and complete coffee set recently discovered in a local
village property was, judging by the refinement of throwing and style of
finishing to the coffee pot, thrown by Ray Finch. The scarce blue cobalt
brushwork is typical of the manner of Michael Cardew. It comprises a
lidded coffee pot together with 6 cups and saucers (see catalogue cover).
Dimensions: Saucers: 5.5 inches (14cm) in diameter;
Cups : 4 x 2 inches (10 x 5cm);
Pot: 7.5 x 5 inches (19 x 12cm) [excludes handle & spout].
Condition: slight rim flaking on one saucer and to the coffee pot lid in line
with the soft firing entailed in raku. It is unlikely the set has been used.
A fuller description follows overleaf.

A rare low fired raku coffee set by Ray Finch & Michael Cardew, Winchcombe circa 1938
By 1938, Ray Finch was already a more than competent thrower having started at the Pottery in 1936. Indeed, the delicacy of throwing
exhibited in the very dainty cups and saucers is finer than that typically seen in the output of Cardew at Winchcombe. The cups and
saucers bear small WP seals to the centre of their underside - a Ray trait that endured throughout his career when marking round forms.
The overall aesthetic of this low fired set mirrors very closely known raku plates thrown by Sid Tustin in 1929 for decoration by Shoji
Hamada and Bernard Leach during their visit to the workshop in the summer of 1929.
It is possible that an atypical white lead raku glaze first developed by Kenzan and brought to this country by Leach after the 1st world
war was employed, as both this set and the plates were likely to have been finished and glazed whilst Leach was present at the Pottery.
The very much atypical use of blue on occasional Winchcombe forms - a colour favoured by Leach at St Ives in his tile decoration of the
1920’s and 1930’s - also appears to coincide with the time of his occasional visits to the Cardew workshop in the late 1920’s and 1930’s.
As to the brushwork motif, whilst it bears some similarity to the bud motif favoured and employed by Cardew from 1928, in this later
guise it has become vertical rather than broadly horizontal, anticipating very much the treatment of a very similar fountain motif famous
for its use on Cardew’s massive Rose Bowls, produced in 1938 and exhibited that year at the Brygos Gallery in London.
Another typically Cardew trait is the use of thinned white background slips to allow the body colour to add to the overall aesthetic
and the free application of the main bud design, crossing over its bordering lines. Ray was never a particularly confident user of the
brush to embellish pots, favouring combing and slip or glaze trailing. He also tended to decorate relatively precisely and in a tidier
manner than Cardew, being focused primarily on form and latterly preferring not to decorate at all relying more on favoured slips and
glazes.

Terms and conditions
Condition: Due to their low fired nature, slipwares are prone to chipping and flaking, and all the pots for sale were
originally wood fired in traditional bottle or round kilns, with all the faults and delightful imperfections entailed. We have
endeavoured to be as accurate as possible in our descriptions, and comment is made on condition where this is materially
more than the normal wear and tear of 80 to 100 years. For the avoidance of any doubt, purchasers are recommended
to inspect pots in person.
Selling terms: we welcome applications from collectors and dealers to sell items on their behalf on competitive commission
terms. We are also interested in purchasing outright both individual items & collections throughout the period in between shows.
Payment: Payment must be made in full on purchase. Settlement may be made in cash or by cheque, although a clearance
period of five working days is required in the latter case. Overseas buyers are recommended to use PayPal as a medium,
for the avoidance of credit card charges.
Postal delivery: we are unable to provide insured delivery for overseas purchasers, although there are a number of
shipping firms that buyers may choose to commission. Every possible care will be taken in the packaging of pots for
onward transit, but subsequently this must at all times be at the purchasers risk.
Image copyright: copyright on all photographs in this summary catalogue and on the related website www.cotswoldsliving.co.uk
remain at all times the property of Cotswolds Living Publications.
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